Speech Therapy Note

Child’s name: Session date:

Session duration: Time:

This therapy session was provided through telehealth.

Session targeted the following skills:

☐ Expressive Language - Vocabulary ☐ Expressive Language - Syntax

☐ Expressive Language - Sequencing ☐ Receptive Language - Vocabulary

☐ Receptive Language - Following Directions ☐ Pragmatics

☐ Articulation/Intelligibility ☐ Fluency

☐ Prelinguistic Skills ☐ Other: _____________________

Activities /skill demonstrated: (narrative: subjective, objective, assessment)

Plan for next session: (narrative: plan)

‘Homework activities’: (home program)
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Summary of session recommendations:

Homework:

Any additional caregiver information on other topics discussed, such as parent support and coaching:

Plan for next session:

Any new materials for future sessions:

Date/time of the next session: